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Johnny Kalsi of the Dhol Foundation performs at CRASHfest Sunday.

MUSIC REVIEW

CRASHfest folksy, flashy at House of Blues
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Ten musical acts gathered from three continents at the House of Blues on Sunday for the first
ever CRASHfest, a 5½-hour marathon that passed like a tropical breeze. Though 300 tickets
were promotional giveaways and the club had nearly a thousand left unsold, the 1,500
attendees who ceaselessly roamed among the three performance spaces ranged in ages and
ethnicities far more than most festival audiences do. It testified to the reach of local
promoters World Music/CRASHarts, which organized the show to mark its 25th anniversary.

The smooth logistics also testified to CRASHarts’ quarter-century of experience. Stalls selling
ethnic food ran out early, but the musical acts mostly ran on time, their transitions aided by
clever inter-set programming. While the bearded young Virginians in Steel Wheels prepped
for their richly harmonized mountain music, for example, a belly dancer writhed before an
appreciative circle on the other side of the plush Foundation Room.

The contrast typified the eclecticism of the
festival’s world-music-plus programming. Some
acts defied classification, like the Debo Band’s
slamming Ethiopian psychedelic funk, which
thrilled a crammed crowd at the “Locals Stage,” or
Kishi Bashi’s woozy, violin-powered art-pop (call it
world emo), the main stage’s smallest draw.

But most acts fit the bill in one of two ways. Some
offered folksy directness, like the familiar fields
plowed by the perfectly named local act Session
Americana, or the striking Haitian-American folk songs of New Orleans’ Leyla McCalla Trio.
Others leaned more pop, albeit with intricate dance beats that registered as more organic
than those of the pop mainstream. That included the transcontinental groove of Monsieur
Periné, a Colombian eight-piece that performed everything from sultry Latin ballads to bright
Parisian-style jazz, and the high-stepping theatricality of bhangra drummers the Dhol
Foundation, which leavened its regimentation with bawdiness (“Ladies, tighten your bra
straps for this one.”)
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Improbably, Benin-born Afro-pop superstar Angélique Kidjo combined both traits in her
show-capping set. To start, Kidjo easily won over the club’s main hall with her strong vocals
and Dominic James’s lilting guitar. But after the irresistible “Pata Pata,” Kidjo got folksy, first
by sauntering through the crowd during “Afrika,” and then by inviting the audience onstage
to close the show with “Tumba.” Fans then took turns showing their dance prowess before a
conga player, and everybody was a star.

Music review

CRASHfest

At the House of Blues, Sunday

Franklin Soults can be reached at fsoults@gmail.com.
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